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Notes

28-February Yes "This policy encourages our community to establish awards 
or prizes for OWASP competitions and scholarships and 
travel assistance for OWASP events."

This sentence uses the word "and" too many times with no 
punctuation. I'm thinking that it should actually be "...for 
OWASP competitions, and scholarships or travel assistance 
for OWASP events."

Accept

28-February Yes "Awards recognize high impact members, chapters, 
initiatives, projects, or as prizes for OWASP competitions."

This sentence is just awkward, I think it's clear that a prize is 
a prize.... I'd suggest "Awards recognize high impact 
members, chapters, initiatives, or projects."

Accept

28-February Yes "Scholarships fulfill our mission to underserved and 
disadvantaged communities and individuals, improving 
equity and access for those who need assistance."

Seems to limit the way scholarships can be used. While 
helping those underserved or disadvantaged is a good goal, 
who is to say what the definition of those groups or 
circumstances are?

Accept

28-February Yes Headings should use title caps. Accept
28-February Yes " (hereon: organizers)" I believe this should be " (herein: organizers)" Accept
28-February Yes "Organizers are responsible for ensuring a competition with 

a prize has appropriate permits or legal within their 
jurisdiction."

"...permits or legal requirements within their jurisdiction." Accept Per Harold's 
note

28-February Yes "Travel Assistance

Scholarships assisting under-served or under-represented"

Pick hyphenated or not, be consistent throughout. (I'd 
suggest without)

Accept

28-February Yes " “OWASP Lifetime Achievement Award,” “OWASP Ottawa 
CTF Champion,” “OWASP AppSec Manchester 
Scholarship,” and so on."

Commas should be outside the quotes. Accept

28-February Yes Funding must be fully funded is 
kind of awkward.

" Funding for awards, scholarships, and travel assistance 
should be fully funded, including by:"

Accept

4-March Yes Awards and Scholarships 
Guidance link does not work

Accept

4-March Yes I believe scholarships should 
have a maximum amount or 
times awarded to an individual.  
In the past, the same individuals 
received scholarships each time 
they were available.

Reject

4-March Yes Under Audit Authority "validating those selection criteria" "validating that the selection criteria" Accept
4-March Yes Throughout the document - 

Committee/committee - decide if 
it should be initial cap or not so 
that it is the same throughout

Accept

4-March Yes Should we add a cut off date for 
when an individual is allowed to 
submit for reimbursement of the 
scholarship, etc.  For example:  
submit travel expenses within 
60 days of the event

Accept

4-March Yes The next is an accounting issue:  
will there be a contract with the 
sponsor for a scholarship.  For 
example:  If a sponsor agrees to 
$10k for the event and all of the 
$10k is not used, we should 
have something that states the 
remainder is donated to the 
Foundation.  

Accept


